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NARR/REF A PROMULGATES POLICY ON THE MANAGEMENT OF DEPARTMENT OF NAVY (DON) COPIERS, PRINTERS, FAX MACHINES, SCANNERS (CPFS), AND
MULTIFUNCTIONAL DEVICES (MFD). REF B IS MARADMIN 056/14 AND DISCUSSES THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DON POLICY ON THE MANAGEMENT OF CPFS AND MFD ON THE MARINE CORPS ENTERPRISE NETWORK (MCEN), OPTIMIZING USE OF EMPLOYEE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) DEVICES AND OTHER IT TO ACHIEVE EFFICIENCIES. REF C IS DOD INSTRUCTION 5330.03, DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY (DLA) DOCUMENT SERVICES (DLADS). REF D IS MCO 5600.31A MARINE CORPS PRINTING AND PUBLISHING REGULATIONS. REF E IS MCEN MSG-UNIFICATION 023-14 PLOTTER PROCUREMENT GUIDANCE. REF F IS THE MCO 5230.22 FOR SECTION 508 ELECTRONIC AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY POLICY. REG G IS MARADMIN 375/11 AND DISCUSSES INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FUNDING, APPROVAL, AND PROCUREMENT. REF H IS MCO 3104.1B MARINE CORPS COMBAT CAMERA PROGRAM.//

GENTEXT/REMARKS/1. PURPOSE. THIS MESSAGE PROVIDES ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF CPFS, MFD, AND PLOTTER DEVICES WITHIN THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS (USMC) AND IDENTIFIES THE ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES NECESSARY FOR OPTIMIZING USMC USE OF DLADS IAW REF (A). THIS MESSAGE AUGMENTS THE DIRECTION PROVIDED IN REF (B).

2. BACKGROUND. IAW REF (C), THE ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR DLADS WITHIN DOD ARE ESTABLISHED. DLADS IS THE MARINE CORPS PREFERRED SOURCE TO Acquire, Sustain, and Retire CPFS, MFD, AND FOR RELATED CONSUMABLES (LESS PAPER) AND MAINTENANCE SUPPORT (REF D). HEADQUARTERS MARINE CORPS DIRECTOR COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTERS/CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (HQMC C4/CIO) RELEASED REF (B), WHICH PROVIDED DETAILED INFORMATION AND DIRECTED THAT ALL MARINE CORPS ACTIVITIES SHALL USE DLADS TO ACQUIRE, SUSTAIN, AND RETIRE CPFS, MFD, AND FOR RELATED CONSUMABLES AND MAINTENANCE SUPPORT IF AVAILABLE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF ASSESSMENTS JOINTLY CONDUCTED BETWEEN DLADS AND THE MARINE CORPS ACTIVITY.

3. BASED ON THE EXPERIENCES OF THE INITIAL ASSESSMENTS, REQUESTS VIA THE IT PROCUREMENT REQUEST/REVIEW AND APPROVAL SYSTEM (ITPRAS), AND IMPLEMENTATION OF REF (B), THIS MESSAGE PROVIDES ADDITIONAL PROCESS INFORMATION. HQMC C4/CIO RETAINS THE OVERALL MARINE CORPS LEAD FOR THIS INITIATIVE. THE HQMC PUBLISHING & LOGISTICS SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT SECTION (ARDE) AS THE MARINE CORPS CENTRAL PRINTING AND PUBLICATIONS MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION (MCCPMMO) WILL WORK WITH HQMC C4/CIO TO SUPPORT THE DLADS PROGRAM AND ENSURE COMPLETE EXECUTION IAW REF (B). HEADQUARTERS MARINE CORPS COMBAT CAMERA WILL WORK WITH HQMC C4/CIO TO ENSURE GUIDANCE IS FOLLOWED IAW REF (E).

4. DLADS ASSESSMENTS. DLADS ASSESSMENTS WERE SCHEDULED TO BE COMPLETED FOR THE ENTIRE MARINE CORPS BY 30 SEPT 2014. THE COMPLETED ASSESSMENTS RESULTED IN THE DETERMINATION AND RECOMMENDATION OF THE OPTIMAL MIX OF CAPABILITIES TO MEET THE COMMANDS' REQUIREMENTS AND TO DRIVE SAVINGS. THESE ASSESSMENTS PRESENTED BY DLADS TO THE SENIOR LEADERSHIP OF THE RESPECTIVE COMMANDS FOR REVIEW AND APPROVAL. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ASSESSMENT RESULTS HAS BEGUN TO COINCIDE WITH THE TERMINATION OF EXISTING CONTRACTS AND/OR REQUIREMENTS TO REPLACE OBSOLETE EQUIPMENT.

4.A. ALL INSTALLATIONS WILL BE REQUIRED TO PERFORM A NEW DLADS ASSESSMENT ONE YEAR BEFORE EXISTING CONTRACTS ARE SCHEDULED TO EXPIRE TO REEVALUATE REQUIREMENTS. A SINGLE POINT OF CONTACT (POC) FOR EACH MARINE CORPS INSTALLATION HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED AND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COORDINATING DLADS ASSESSMENT IMPLEMENTATION WITH TENANT
ORGANIZATIONS.

4.B. DLADS OUTSTANDING ASSESSMENTS. ALL INSTALLATIONS WHICH HAVE NOT COMPLETED THEIR DLADS ASSESSMENTS WILL NOT BE ABLE TO PROCURE ANY PRINTING EQUIPMENT. EACH INSTALLATION THAT HAS NOT COMPLETED AN ASSESSMENT WILL BE CONTACTED BY A DLADS REPRESENTATIVE TO COMPLETE THIS EFFORT.

5. SECTION 508 COMPLIANCE. IAW REF (F) THE MARINE CORPS AND DLA SHALL ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION 508 STANDARDS BY MAKING ITS ELECTRONIC AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (E&IT) DISABILITY ACCESSIBLE TO MARINE CORPS EMPLOYEES AND THE PUBLIC TO INCLUDE CPFS AND MFD.

6. HQMC C4/CIO. C4/CIO IS THE MARINE CORPS LEAD FOR THIS INITIATIVE AND COORDINATES DIRECTLY WITH MARINE CORPS COMMANDS/ACTIVITIES, AND DLADS FOR PROGRAM, PROCESS, AND REPORTING MATTERS.

6.A. APPROVES WAIVER REQUESTS TO ACQUIRE ASSETS FROM A SOURCE OTHER THAN DLADS.

6.B. WORKS WITH THE DLADS PROGRAM OFFICE TO ENSURE THAT ALL MARINE CORPS INSTALLATION ASSESSMENTS ARE IMPLEMENTED IAW REF (B).

6.C. DEVELOPS AND PUBLISHES POLICY ON THE USE AND IMPLEMENTATION OF MFD LEASE PROGRAM.

7. ARDE. ARDE SHALL PERFORM THE FOLLOWING ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN SUPPORT OF THE DLADS PROGRAM:

7.A. REVIEW IT PROCUREMENT REQUESTS (ITPR) VALUED AT $150K OR GREATER FOR MFD'S AND CPFS TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THIS MESSAGE, REF (E), AND APPLICABLE DIRECTIVES. PROVIDE ITPR RECOMMENDATIONS TO C4/CIO FOR FINAL DECISION.

7.B. UPDATE REF (D) TO INCLUDE THE MANDATORY COORDINATION THROUGH DLADS FOR PROCUREMENT OF OFFICE-LEVEL MFD'S AND CPFS.

8. COMCAM. COMCAM SHALL SERVE AS THE PRIMARY LIAISON FOR LARGE FORMAT PLOTTER PURCHASES IAW REF (E) AND (G) AND PROVIDE SUPPORT AS FOLLOWS:

8.A. ENSURE THAT ALL COMMANDS COORDINATE REQUIREMENTS FOR LARGE FORMAT PLOTTERS WITH THEIR LOCAL COMBAT CAMERA UNITS TO PROVIDE REASONABLE JUSTIFICATION AND COST SAVINGS ANALYSIS AS IDENTIFIED IN REF (E).

8.B. REVIEW AND PROVIDE DISPOSITION FOR ALL ITPRS FROM FLEET COMBAT CAMERA SECTIONS FOR LARGE FORMAT PLOTTERS, PHOTO PRINTERS, PRODUCTION WORKSTATIONS, IMAGERY PRODUCTION SOFTWARE, AND IMAGERY PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT. PROVIDE ITPR RECOMMENDATIONS TO C4/CIO FOR FINAL DECISION.

8.C. ESTABLISH POLICY FOR LARGE FORMAT PLOTTERS, TO INCLUDE PROCEDURES FOR WAIVERS, AND DEVELOP AND MANAGE REPRODUCTION AND PRINTING REQUIREMENTS IN THE INSPECTOR GENERAL CHECKLIST 140, MARINE CORPS COMBAT CAMERA PROGRAM.

8.D. COORDINATE AND INSPECT FLEET COMBAT CAMERA POCS FOR COMPLIANCE WITH ESTABLISHED REPRODUCTION POLICIES AND PROCESSES AS IDENTIFIED IN REF (E) AND (G).

8.E. REVIEW IT PROCUREMENT REQUESTS (ITPR) FOR PLOTTER DEVICES TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH THIS MESSAGE, REF (E), AND APPLICABLE DIRECTIVES. PROVIDE ITPR RECOMMENDATIONS TO C4/CIO FOR FINAL DECISION.

9. COMMANDERS. COMMANDERS SHALL ENSURE THAT THEIR CPFS AND MFD ASSESSMENTS FINALIZED WITH DLADS ARE FULLY IMPLEMENTED IN SUPPORT OF
10. All equipment identified on the DLADS indefinite/indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contract is approved to be on the unclassified and classified MCEN. Equipment purchased outside of the IDIQ whether from DLADS or another source is the responsibility of the purchaser to ensure the device is approved to operate on the MCEN. Command and regional assistant chiefs of staff G-6's are authorized to connect any printer resource that meets Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) connection guidance and Marine Corps policy. No enterprise funding will be used to tech refresh leased CPFS and MFDS outside of the DLADS IDIQ. Standalone printers are authorized when required for security, accessibility, and mission, but should be reduced to the fullest extent possible.

11. Waivers. Prior to and after the completion of a DLADS assessment, a waiver is required from HQMC C4/CIO if using source other than DLADS or a device other than what DLADS recommends. Waivers will be considered if DLADS is unable to satisfy the command's requirement or if the command and DLADS cannot agree on assessment recommendations and command wants to deviate from the assessment recommendations. A waiver request requires and must demonstrate a compelling, valid justification to use another source or deviate from implementing recommendations of a DLADS assessment.

11.A. ITPRAS will be used to request waivers; the ITPR must include correspondence from DLADS indicating they are unable to satisfy requirement or justification why the DLADS assessment recommendation does not meet the organizations requirement.

11.B. IAW REF (D), CPFS and MFDS procured to support deployed requirements are exempt from the provision of this policy.